Back Care
Harley

Harley Slimline Wedge/
Car Seat Leveller

Designer Wedge

BEST

SELLER3

SP24083

SP24023

An ideal 8° angle ensures the natural ‘S’ shape of the spine is maintained.
A base of high resilient foam bonded to a topping of visco elastic memory foam.

Size: 36 x 36 x 7cm
Designer Wedge
Designer Coccyx Wedge

SP24083
SP24023

£45.99
£45.99

All wedges available with optional coccyx cut out and/or fixing strap Add /S to the relevant code (For a fixing strap add £4.00)

Harley

11° Wedge

Harley

Ideal in the car where headroom is at
a premium. A boon when the need
is felt for just a little added support
to ease muscle tension in the lumbar
region.

Size: 36 x 36 x 5cm
Slimline Wedge
SP24010
£25.49
Slimline Coccyx Wedge
SP24052
£25.49

Lumbar Rolls

Tilts the pelvis to the optimum 11°
keeping the spine in its natural
position. Significantly decreases
pain in the lower back and legs.
Size: 36 x 36 x 10cm
11° Wedge
SP24015
11° Coccyx Wedge
SP24050

£25.49
£25.49

‘D’ type rolls are ideal on a flat
backed seat, perhaps a car or
office chair. Circular rolls are more
suited to a padded or lounge type
seat. Fitted with an elasticated
strap. Easily portable - take yours
with you wherever you go.

Length: 28cm
SP24008
SP24001
SP24007
SP24016

Circular - 5”
Circular - 4”
‘D’ Roll - 5”
‘D’ Roll - 4”

£18.99
£18.99
£18.99
£18.99

All Harley back supports and lumbar rolls are supplied with an elesticated fixing strap.

Innovative products for easier living
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Back Care
Harley

Designer
Spine Support

Harley Designer Car/Low
Back Support

Harley

BEST

Designer Back
Support

SELLER3

SP24081

SP24018

Our back support is gently
sculptured to hold the lumbar spine
in the correct position. Shaped
sides offer gentle lateral support
and optimum comfort. Individually
moulded from visco elastic memory
foam.

Moulded visco elastic memory
foam product that provides
lumbar support and is ideal
in the car or in an office chair.
Exceptional comfort and relief.

SP24081
Perfect on an upright type seat. A
base of polyurethane foam bonded
to a topping of pressure relieving
visco elastic memory foam.
Provides maximum comfort as it
adjusts to the natural curve of the
spine.

SP24024

38 x 41cm

£51.49

Harley

30 x 21cm

£45.49

Original Car/Low
Back Support

SP24078

Harley

Moulded to the same ergonomic
shape as the Designer Car/Low
Back Support but using polyurethane
foam makes this ideal for those who
prefer added support.

SP24018

30 x 21cm

£39.99

BEST

Designer Ring
Cushion

HIGH

RISK

The Designer Ring allows the user to
sit for longer periods as visco elastic
foam conforms to the body and literally
‘moulds as you move’. Reduces
interface pressure on the body. Fitted
inner cover. Weight: 800g
Outer cover available

SP24005

Designer Ring Cushion
SP44233 44cm (Dia) x 10cm £44.99
Ring Cushion Cover
SP44266 Towelling (Black) £14.99
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Original Ring Cushion

MEDIUM

RISK

Constructed from
moulded
polyurethane
foam that
provides relief
to endangered
areas when sitting
for longer periods. Fitted cotton inner cover.
Outer cover available

Original Ring Cushion
44cm (Dia) x 8cm £31.49
SP44837
Ring Cushion Cover
Towelling (Black) £14.99
SP44266
SP44266/TAR Tartan

Inflatable Rubber Ring

£14.99
LOW

RISK

Inflatable rubber
ring can be used to
prevent pressure
sores or assist with
their healing. Rubber
ring can be wiped clean.

PR20616
PR20618

41cm (Dia)
46cm (Dia)

40 x 38cm £52.99

Original Back
Support

Moulded to the same ergonomic
shape as the Designer Back Support
but using polyurethane foam which
makes this ideal for those who prefer
added support.

HARLEY RING CUSHION RANGE
SELLER3

SP24005

SP24078

£17.99
£17.99

40 x 38cm

Nodular Ring
Cushion

£44.99

LOW

RISK

Nodular shaped
polyurethane foam
BEST
allows air to
SELLER
circulate freely and
takes pressure away
from endangered areas.
Complete with its own
discreet cover. Tartan cover
as standard - other options
available.

3

41cm (Dia) x 7cm
SP44289

Innovative products for easier living

£26.49

Back Care
Harley

Correcting
Shoulder Support

Harley

Sacroiliac Support Belt

This support helps to correct round
shoulders. It can also relieve upper
back pain. Front fastening for easy use.

Code
Small
SP24108
Medium
SP24156
Large
SP24157
Extra Large
SP24158
Price

Harley

76-86cm (30-34”)
89-102cm (35-40”)
104-117cm (41-46”)
120-132cm (47-52”)
£44.49

SELLER3
Additional
stabilisation of the
sacrum and added
pelvic support.
With this belt
re-establish the
joints natural
movement.
Additional side pulls.

Har

Universal
Support Belt

Stabilises hips and pelvis. It has
detachable side pulls for added
support and provides uniform
compression with unrestricted mobility.

Code
Small
SP24106
Medium
SP24114
Large
SP24117
Extra Large
SP24120
Price

BEST

Chest (under bust)

Waist

56-69cm (22-27”)
71-84cm (28-33”)
86-99cm (34-39”)
102-114cm (40-45”)
£42.99

Code
SP24249
SP24273
SP24274
SP24275

Size
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

Price

£40.49

le y Gentle Forme
Support Belt

Slim effective compressive support
with removable back protection pad
20cm at back narrowing to 13cm at
front.

Code
Small
SP24031
Medium
SP24043
Large
SP24044
Extra Large
SP24045
Price

Hip (7” below waist)
76-86cm (30-34”)
89-102cm (35-40”)
104-117cm (41-46”)
120-132cm (47-52”)

Waist

56-69cm (22-27”)
71-84cm (28-33”)
86-99cm (34-39”)
102-114cm (40-45”)
£42.99

Harley

Power Plus
Support Belt

Ideal for heavy tasks with additional
side pulls. Compressive support
to the low back. Removable back
protection pad. 21cm at back
narrowing to 15cm at front.

Code
Small
SP24032
Medium
SP24046
Large
SP24047
Extra Large
SP24048
Price

Innovative products for easier living

Waist
56-69cm (22-27”)
71-84cm (28-33”)
86-99cm (34-39”)
102-114cm (40-45”)
£53.99
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